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A complete quantum description of an ultrafast pump-probe charge
transfer event in condensed phase
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An ultrafast photoinduced charge transfer event in condensed phase is simulated. The interaction
with the field is treated explicitly within a time-dependent framework. The description of the
interaction of the system with its environment is based on the surrogate Hamiltonian method where
the infinite number of degrees of freedom of the environment is approximated by a finite set of
two-level modes for a limited time. This method is well suited to ultrafast events, since it is not
limited by weak coupling between system and environment. Moreover, the influence of the external
field on the system-bath coupling is included naturally. The surrogate Hamiltonian method is
generalized to incorporate two electronic states including all possible system-bath interactions. The
method is applied to a description of a pump-probe experiment where every step of the cycle is
treated consistently. Dynamical variables are considered which go beyond rates of charge transfer
such as the transient absorption spectrum. The parameters of the model are chosen to mimic the
mixed valence system (NH3)5RuNCRu(CN)5
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charge transfer reactions in solution have been an on
ing topic of research which continues to draw significa
attention.1 Important examples range from photosynthesi2,3

to surface photochemistry.4,5 From the beginning it was
clear6,7 that the environment plays a very important role
determining the fate of the reaction. The shift in charge d
tribution during the reaction forces a complete rearrangem
of the solvation shell. But the environment has an additio
important consequence for it forces the dynamics to rela
a kinetic description. The actual act of charge transfer i
dynamical nonadiabatic quantum event. The decohere
caused by the solvent eventually forces the system to loca
onto a particular charged state. This localization marks
qualitative change from a dynamical to a kinetic picture. F
weak to moderate system-bath coupling, an increase in
dissipative forces will cause an increase in the rate of cha
transfer. A further increase in the system-bath coupling w
cause a turnover and the rate will decrease.8 This general
quantum phenomenon has been termed the quantum
Zeno effect.9

New light on the charge transfer process has come f
ultrafast pump-probe experiments.10,11This technique consti-
tutes a dynamical probe enabling the unraveling of the
quence of events that lead eventually to the charge tran
product. A direct signature of the ultrafast dynamics are tr
sient modulations of optical observables reflecting the p
motion of ground and excited state vibrational modes.

The present study is aimed at constructing a compreh
sive quantum dynamical model which can describe con
tently the experimental observations. The model is built fr
7980021-9606/2002/116(18)/7983/14/$19.00
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a primary system described by a time-dependent w
packet picture. This allows an explicit incorporation of th
pulsed radiation as a time-dependent field. The bath is
scribed implicitly with the idea that only its influence on th
primary system is important. The infinite number of true ba
modes is replaced by a finite number of representative mo
which are sufficient to faithfully describe the dynamics for
finite interval of time. The energy interval between the
representative modes decreases with\/total propagation
time. This system-bath scheme has been termed the surro
Hamiltonian method.12,13

The purpose of the present study is to follow the s
quence of events from light induced excitation to nonad
batic transition, and deexcitation back to the ground init
state~cf. Fig. 1!. The justification for the use of the surroga
Hamiltonian method is the ultrafast nature of the obser
tions which restrict the time scale. The main goal in the stu
is to construct a comprehensive model which is able to sim
late transient as well as static experimental observables.
cial attention is devoted to checking the numerical conv
gence. Once the calculation has been converged
observations and insight can be attributed to the model.

Direct insight into the complex charge transfer proce
can be obtained by following the sequence of events~cf. Fig.
1!. In general, one can identify four major dissipative pr
cesses taking place. The most studied is vibrational re
ation which means the gain/loss of vibrational ener
from/to the bath. Electronic quenching is a similar process
which electronic energy is lost to the bath. More subtle
nuclear and electronic dephasing processes. These proc
are characterized by loss of either a nuclear phase o
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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electronic phase limiting therefore coherent quantum p
cesses. A brief description of the main theoretical consid
ations for each of the above steps is presented.

~1! The initial state of the process is a strongly solva
chromophore which results in a system and bath wh
are highly correlated. The surrogate Hamiltonian meth
addresses this issue by constructing a correlated in
state which is consistent with the system-bath model~cf.
Sec. IV A!. This phenomenon is related to nuclear rela
ation. The initial correlation has been a major conce
for quantum treatments of system-bath dynamics. T
common approach is to approximate the initial state a
tensor product between the system and the bath sta
correction to the problem within the context of a pertu
bative treatment of the system-bath coupling has rece
been suggested.14 This issue has been tested within t
current context~cf. Sec. IV B! showing only a small ef-
fect on the dynamics.

~2! The excitation by the pump pulse is the second step
the sequence of events. In most cases the pump inte
is sufficient to promote a significant fraction of the pop
lation to the excited state~cf. Sec. IV C!. The void or
‘‘hole’’ left on the ground electronic state creates a no
stationary density which then oscillates periodically w
the ground state vibrational frequencies.15,16 This phe-
nomenon is known experimentally as resonance imp
sive stimulated Raman scattering~RISRS!. The creation
of this ‘‘hole’’ can be explained by Rabi cycling which i
coordinate dependent. This means that a consistent
scription of the excitation process has to include exp
itly the interaction with the radiation. Moreover, th
strong interaction with the field has been shown
modify the system-bath coupling.17–19 For charge trans-
fer events in solution the time scale of electronic deph
ing is of the same order as the pulse duration forcin
description which includes explicitly this phenomeno
Another effect is due to an interference between the
diation induced excitation and back transfer caused
the diabatic coupling. If the diabatic coupling potential

FIG. 1. An excitation-deexcitation cycle. An initial correlated state~1! is
partially promoted to the excited electronic state by the pump pulse~2!,
leaving a ‘‘hole’’ in the ground state density. The excited state popula
moves to the crossing point~3! where it can cross back to the ground sta
potential via a nonadiabatic transition~4!. Once on the ground electroni
surface the hot vibration cools back to the bottom of the well~5!. The
dynamics is followed in time by a short and weak probe pulse~6!.
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not localized on the crossing point, this effect is signi
cant~cf. Sec. IV C!. The explicit time dependence in th
surrogate Hamiltonian theory is designed to inclu
these effects within the model. The state of the syst
has to reflect the full nonadiabatic picture thus havi
amplitude on the two potential energy surfaces simu
neously. This is in contrast to the common perturbat
theory picture which places the ground state wave pac
on the excited electronic surface.8

~3! Once the excitation has promoted population to the
cited electronic surface, the excited state wave funct
starts to evolve, eventually reaching the crossing po
This evolution is also strongly influenced by the ba
Strong vibrational relaxation on the excited state c
stop the motion before it reaches the crossing point~cf.
Sec. IV E!. The nonstationary ‘‘hole’’ left on the ground
electronic surface will also start to evolve, causing pe
odic modulations with frequencies characteristic of R
man transitions.16 The decay of these modulations is in
fluenced by vibrational dephasing and relaxation.

~4! The density approaching the crossing point can cross
nonadiabatic charge transfer back to the ground e
tronic potential. This step is crucially influenced by th
environment. The dynamics has to reflect the turno
from an enhancement of the charge transfer rate cau
by an increase in dissipation to a suppression of the r
The difficulty in analyzing this step is that it is influ
enced by all the dissipative processes.

~5! Following the charge transfer event, the vibration
modes on the ground electronic state are highly excit
If the time scale of the charge transfer event is fast re
tive to a vibrational period, the new wave packet w
have coherent properties. The final stage in closing
cycle of events is the recovery of the initial equilibriu
state. This is the result of vibrational relaxation of th
excess energy to the bath~cf. Sec. IV D!.

~6! The probe pulse can be applied at any stage in the c
of events. Typically, the probe pulse is short and weak
can promote both an excitation, which means absorp
of energy, or deexcitation, resulting in stimulated em
sion. In this case a perturbative picture is justified a
can save significant computational effort. This viewpo
leads to the concept of a window operator which d
scribes the total energy balance absorbed or emitted f
the probe pulse~cf. Sec. II D 2!.

The present study is aimed at developing the meth
ological tools for modeling ultrafast dynamics in a dissip
tive environment. The sequence of events above is typ
and can supply the main insight required.

The article is organized as follows: Section II review
the surrogate Hamiltonian method, introduces the ba
charge transfer model and makes the connection to obs
ables. The dissipative processes and their treatment w
the surrogate Hamiltonian are described in Sec. III, in p
ticular dephasing is introduced in Sec. III B. The results
presented in Sec. IV, while Sec. V concludes the study.

n
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II. THE SURROGATE HAMILTONIAN METHOD

A. Brief review of the surrogate Hamiltonian

The model to be constructed has to describe a prim
system immersed in a bath. The state of the combi
system-bath is described by the wave functi
C(Q,a,s1 ,s2 ,...,sN) whereQ represents the nuclear con
figuration of the dynamical system,a the electronic level,
ands i the bath degrees of freedom. The Hamiltonian of su
a combined system is

Ĥ5ĤS1ĤSF1ĤSB1ĤB ~1!

with ĤS the Hamiltonian of the system,ĤSF5ĤSF(t) de-
scribing the time-dependent interaction of the system w
the field, ĤSB describing the interaction of the system wi
the bath andĤB the bath Hamiltonian. The observables a
associated with operators of the primary system. They
determined from the reduced system density opera
r̂S(Q,Q8)5trB$uC&^Cu%, where trB$ % is a partial trace over
the bath degrees of freedom, i.e., the system density ope
is constructed from the total system-bath wave funct
while only this wave function is propagated.

The computational requirements in a quantum mech
cal simulation scale exponentially with the number of d
grees of freedom. Therefore some drastic reduction of c
plexity is needed. The primary system is to be represente
full quantum rigor which includes two potential energy su
faces, and the relevant nuclear configurations. A grid rep
sentation is used in this study to represent the wave func
on each surface. This primary system is different from p
vious applications of the surrogate Hamiltonian meth
where only ground state dynamics was considered.12,13,20

The main reduction in complexity is in the constructio
of the bath. The infinite number of bath modes is to be
placed by a finite number of representative modes. Si
within a finite interval of time, the system cannot resolve t
full density of states of the bath, it is sufficient to replace t
bath modes by a finite set. The sampling density in energ
this set is determined by the inverse of the time interval.

There are two general classes of commonly used b
descriptions. The first is a bath composed of harmonic os
lators. The second class is a bath composed from a se
two-level systems~TLSs!.21 The idea of a harmonic bat
originates from a normal mode analysis combined with
weak system-bath coupling which guarantees that the
monic approximation is valid. A spin bath can be thought
as originating from a prediagonalization of the bath to
energy levels. It then represents the energy spectrum by
of two-level systems.

The harmonic bath has been the starting point of m
system-bath studies which are based on either path inte
or semiclassical approximations.22–25 The harmonic bath’s
influence on the system is completely specified by the sp
tral density functionJ(e) which is determined by the densit
of states weighted by the coupling. The similarity betwe
classical and quantum harmonic baths is the source
method of obtaining the spectral density from classical M
simulations of the bath.26
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The spin bath is harder to construct,21 but for sufficiently
low temperature it coincides with the harmonic bath. F
higher temperature the parameters of the spin bath can
obtained by a scaling term which is applied to the spec
density of the harmonic bath:21,23–25

Josc~v!5tanh~ 1
2 \vb!Jspin~v! ~2!

with b51/kBT. This procedure is employed whenever o
compares to a harmonic bath.

B. The basic charge transfer model

The system Hamiltonian is constructed from the nucl
configurations on two electronic states in a diabatic repres
tation:

ĤS5S Ĥg Vd~Q̂!

Vd~Q̂! Ĥe
D ^ 1B ~3!

with Ĥg/e5T̂1Vg/e(Q̂). T̂5P̂2/2M is the kinetic energy op-
erator,Vg and Ve are the potential energy operators of t
electronic ground and excited state, andVd is the diabatic
coupling.

The coupling with radiation is described by the tim
dependent Hamiltonian

ĤSF5S 0 2E~ t !m̂tr

2E* ~ t !m̂tr 0 D ^ 1B , ~4!

where m̂tr5m̂tr(Q̂) is the transition dipole operator whic
can be a function of the nuclear configuration.E(t) is the
time-dependent electric field, and by employing the lo
wavelength approximation, the spatial dependence ofE(t) is
ignored.

Finally, the surrogate bath Hamiltonian has the form

ĤB51S^ (
i

« iŝi
†ŝi , ~5!

where« i are the representative energy eigenvalues, andŝi
†ŝi

are the creation and annihilation operators of the represe
tive modei . More than one effective bath can be employe
each related to a different dissipative phenomenon. The
teraction of system and bath is described by the Hamilton
ĤSB. This operator will be discussed in detail in Sec. III.

C. Numerical implementation

The state of the system combined with the bath is
scribed by a 2N-dimensional spinor withN being the number
of modes. ForN51 it becomes

C~Q̂!5S c0~Q̂,a!

c1~Q̂,a!
D , ~6!

where Q̂ represents the nuclear degrees of freedom of
wave function anda the electronic degrees of freedom. Th
spinor is bit ordered, i.e., thei th bit set in the spinor index
corresponds to thei th TLS mode excited if the counting o
bits starts ati 50. The number of simultaneous excitation
can be restricted. The dimension of the spinor is then gi
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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by the sum of binomial coefficients( i 50
Nexc( i

Nexc) with Nexc the
number of simultaneously allowed excitations.

The dynamics of the system combined with the bath
generated by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion:

C~Q̂;t !5e2 i ĤtC~Q̂;0!. ~7!

Each spinor componentc i(Q̂) is represented on a spati
grid describing the nuclear configurations. The kinetic e
ergy operator is applied in Fourier space employing FFT27

and the Chebychev method28 is used to compute the evolu
tion operator.

For N modes the representation of thei th bath operator
is

ŝi
† N5)

j 51

N2 i

12^ ŝ†
^ )

j 51

i 21

12 ~8!

with

ŝ†5S 0 0

1 0D . ~9!

The matrix representation of( idi(ŝi
†1ŝi) has already been

given.12 In the bit representation, the operator( i j ci j (ŝi
†ŝj

1ŝj
†ŝi) for N53 modes corresponds to

(
i , j 51

3

ci j ~ŝi
†ŝj1ŝj

†ŝi !

51
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 c12 0 c13 0 0 0

0 c21 0 0 c23 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 c23 c13 0

0 c31 c32 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 c32 0 0 c12 0

0 0 0 c31 0 c21 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 . ~10!

These matrices do not have to be stored but can be m
efficiently applied by bit-testing. To apply the bath Ham
tonian@Eq. ~5!#, thekth spinor component is multiplied with
the bath energy« i if the i th bit in k is set. The action of the
bath operators( idi(ŝi

†1ŝi) is given by an exclusiveor.
That is, if k5EOR(2i ,l ), thendic l(Q) needs to be added t
thekth component of the new spinor. The application of E
~10! requires several bit tests: First, the number of exc
tions in the indicesk and l must be equal and, second, th
indices ofci j in Eq. ~10! numbering the bath modes~not the
spinor components! bit-added,i 1 j , must be equal to the
exclusive or ofk and l .

From Eq. ~10! it can be seen that there is no pu
dephasing for a bath at zero temperature: At zero tempera
no TLS is excited corresponding to all population being
the 0th spinor component. Furthermore, dephasing ca
create bath excitations, i.e., it operates only between sp
components with the same number of excitations.
Downloaded 02 May 2002 to 141.14.139.74. Redistribution subject to A
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D. Observables and data analysis

Most observables of interest can be obtained as expe
tion values of system operators. The system’s state is c
structed by a Boltzmann average of a trace over the bat
the total wave function:

r̂s~ t !5trB$Û~ t !uC~0!&^C~0!uÛ†~ t !% ~11!

with uC(0)&^C(0)u5( j (e2bEj /Z) uC j&^C j u, where b
51/kbT andZ5( je

2bEj . Ej is the energy of thej th eigen-
function uC j&. The initial condition for the wave function
uC(0)& is obtained by calculating the lowest energy eige
functions of the combined system-bath Hamiltonian.

1. Power absorption

For the radiation, a time-dependent semiclassical
proximation is used. The power absorbed or emitted from
radiation field is then given by the expectation value:29

P5K ]ĤSF

]t L 5trSH r̂S

]ĤSF

]t J . ~12!

To obtain the total energy absorbed by a pulse, Eq.~12! is
integrated for the total pulse duration. When the radiat
field is represented by a rotating field,E(t)5 ēeivLt, one
obtains

DE5E P dt52\vLDNg . ~13!

Equation~13! allows association of the change in populati
from the ground to the excited electronic state,DNg , to the
energy absorbed from the field.

2. Window operator and transient
absorption Õemission

Despite the option of direct simulation, it is beneficial
employ perturbation theory and represent the total absorp
from the probe pulse by an observable represented by a
dow operatorŴ. This operator describes a finite resolutio
position measurement:30,31

DE'2\vLtrS$r̂S~ tp!•Ŵ%. ~14!

The observation process is completed in a time duration p
portional to the probe pulse durationtp . The concept of Eq.
~14! is to collapse the observation to a single instant of ti
tp . By employing time-dependent perturbation theory t
window operator for a Gaussian shaped probe pulse with

envelope functionē(t)5Ae2 (t2tp)2/2tp
2

becomes30,31

Ŵ~Q̂,Q̂8!5
p~tpA!2

\2 e2 2D(Q̂)2/\2 tp
2
•m̂2~Q̂!

3d~Q̂2Q̂8!ua&^au, ~15!

whereua&^au is the electronic projection operator which s
lects the ground electronic state for transient absorption.
emission, the projection operator selects the excited e
tronic state. The window operator, Eq.~15!, is a function of
the probe central frequencyvL :

2D~Q̂!5Ve~Q̂!2Vg~Q̂!2\vL , ~16!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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i.e., 2D(Q̂) is the difference potential. The employment
the window operator is based on the assumption of a ran
phase between the pump and probe pulses, so that inte
ence effects will be eliminated. Interference between pu
and probe signals is also eliminated once electronic diss
tion is complete. The memory of the pump phase is store
the transition dipole phase. This is erased once the rela
phase between the ground and excited state wave pack
lost by electronic dephasing.32

3. Correlation functions

The theory of linear response associates the weak
spectral response of matter to Fourier transforms of time
relation functions. These are calculated using the system
bath Hamiltonian without the external field. For example,
CW absorption spectrum is calculated by the following a
tocorrelation function:16

C~ t !5^C i uM̂ ~ t !uC i&, ~17!

whereuC i& is the initial state. The time-dependent propag
tor M̂ is defined as

M̂ ~ t !5m̂tr$e
2 i (ĤS1ĤSB1ĤB)t%m̂tr ~18!

with m̂tr being the transition dipole operator andC i the ini-
tial stationary state. For finite temperature, a Boltzma
weighted sum over all populated stationary states needs t
considered in Eq.~17!. The absorption cross sectionsA(vL)
is related to the Fourier transform of the autocorrelat
function of the initial state:33

sA~vL!}vLImS E
0

`

ei (vL1e i )tC~ t ! dtD , ~19!

wheree i is the energy of the initial stateC i .
The Raman cross section can be obtained from the

Fourier transform of the correlation function:

Cji ~ t !5^C j uM̂ ~ t !uC i&, ~20!

whereC j is the final wave function.34

The method can be extended to treat dispersed fluo
cence and gated fluorescence.35

4. Filter diagonalization

The convergence of the surrogate Hamiltonian metho
significantly faster for short propagation times. In order
obtain long time observables or frequency domain res
which depend on them, the short-time observables have t
extrapolated. The filter diagonalization technique36–39fits the
short-time time-series to a model which then can be extra
lated. The method is based on the assumption that the
signal can be represented as a sum of complex exponen

S~ t !5(
j 51

K

dj exp~2 iv j t !, ~21!

whereV j5Re(vj) is the desired frequency,t j51/Im(vj) is
the decay rate anddj is the complex amplitude. The numbe
of real fitting parameters is 4K. The parameters specifyin
the accuracy of the filter diagonalization method are
Downloaded 02 May 2002 to 141.14.139.74. Redistribution subject to A
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smallest allowed eigenvalue of the overlap matrixsmin and a
convergence criterione for the obtained frequencies.38 They
were chosen assmin51028 ande51026,...,1023.

5. Wigner function

To gain insight into the state created by the pulse
phase space picture is employed. A Wigner function40,41 of
the primary system density operator, either on the ground
excited electronic surface, is used:

WS~P,Q!5
1

2p E r̂S~Q2y/2,Q1y/2!eiPy dy. ~22!

Unlike a classical probability density, the Wigner distributio
can have negative values. The existence of these neg
values indicates regions in phase space which are domin
by pure quantum phenomena.

III. THE DIFFERENT DISSIPATION PROCESSES AS
DESCRIBED BY THE SURROGATE HAMILTONIAN

The bath has a strong influence on all aspects of
dynamics. Traditionally this influence is classified as ene
relaxation (T1) and energy dephasing (T2). These processe
influence both the nuclear degrees of freedom and the e
tronic degrees of freedom.8 The following Hamiltonian de-
scribes these possibilities:

ĤSB5ĤSB
nr 1ĤSB

er 1ĤSB
nd1ĤSB

ed , ~23!

wherenr means nuclear relaxation,er electronic relaxation,
nd nuclear dephasing anded electronic dephasing. Detail
of these system-bath coupling operators with illustrative
amples are presented below.

A. Energy relaxation processes

Energy relaxation is an exchange of energy between
tem and bath which will lead eventually to thermal equili
rium. The process can be imagined as taking energy ou
the primary system and simultaneously creating an excita
in a bath mode. The inverse process of destroying an exc
tion in a bath mode and transferring this energy to the sys
is also possible.

The operator describing the exchange of energy of
bath modes with the nuclear degrees of freedom is a ge
alization to two electronic surfaces of the interaction te
used in previous studies:12

ĤSB
nr 5S f g~Q̂! 0

0 f e~Q̂!
D ^ (

i
di

nr~ŝi
†1ŝi !, ~24!

where f e/g(Q̂) are functions of the system displacement o
erator. This means that the system-bath coupling can be
ferent for the ground or excited state potential. The consta
di

nr are determined from the spectral density:

di
nr5AJ~« i !/r~« i !, ~25!

wherer(« i) is the density of states of the bath. Assuming
Ohmic form, the spectral density becomes

J~«!5h«e2«/«c. ~26!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Potentials for the anharmonic oscillator with increasing third order termg3 given in the legend. The arrow indicates the position of the init
state. The window operator which was used to calculate the absorption is also plotted. The average energy as a function of time for increasing anicity
~bottom! and the ground state absorption for increasing anharmonicity~top! are shown on the right.N is the number of bath modes, the system-bath coupl
is h52 and the cutoff frequency is«5vg .
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The interaction with the bath can also lead to electro
quenching described by the interaction

ĤSB
er 5 1

2 S 0 1

1 0D ^ (
i

di
er~ŝi

†1ŝi !. ~27!

A similar relation as Eq.~25! holds for thedi
er , but the

spectral density will be different.
The vibrational relaxation in the surrogate Hamiltoni

model has been tested previously for the standard model
harmonic oscillator interacting with a bath.12 Nevertheless
the grid representation of the primary system allows for
treatment of a general anharmonic potential. The vibratio
relaxation study is extended therefore to the case of an
harmonic oscillator in a bath~Fig. 2!. The anharmonic part o
the potential is given by third and fourth order terms inQ̂:

Vanh5g3Q̂31g4Q̂4, ~28!

whereg3 was used as free parameter andg4 was chosen to
balance the third order term,g452g3 /Qcr with Qcr from
Eq. ~34!. The initial state was a displaced correlated grou
state of the system and bath, which was displaced byQ0

50.3 a.u. as indicated in Fig. 2. The qualitative shapes of
energy relaxation curves for different anharmonicities sho
in Fig. 2 are quite similar. Examining the left part of Fig.
it becomes clear that with increasing anharmonicity the
erage initial energy decreases. With 11 bath modes,
method converges to a time scale of;1000 fs. The artificial
recurrence of the energy for the harmonic case a
;1000 fs should be noticed~Fig. 2!. For anharmonic cases
the recurrence is less significant due to a spread of the
tem energy to more bath modes. Larger differences du
the anharmonicity are observed in the absorption of a pr
pulse~top right of Fig. 2!. Due to the position of the window
function the second harmonic component is enhanced w
is the result of the double passage of the wave packet
each vibrational period. The decay of spectral modulation
faster when the anharmonicity increases, in particular
double peak reflecting the second harmonic componen
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lost much faster. These observations are similar to the o
seen in a vibrational relaxation model based on solving
semi-group Liouville von Neumann equation.16 This phe-
nomenon is the result of the initially compact wave functi
getting out of phase when the energy level spacing is
constant because the dissipative forces originating from
bath exclude coherent revival of the wave packet.42

B. Introduction of dephasing into the surrogate
Hamiltonian

Dephasing is a process caused by an almost elastic
teraction between system and bath which alters the accu
lated phase of the system. A qualitative picture is based o
almost elastic exchange of energy between two bath mo
This is described by creating an excitation in one mode at
expense of an excitation in another mode, and vice ve
This process modulates the Hamiltonian of the primary s
tem. From this description it is clear that for dephasing
take place the bath has to be initially excited. Therefo
when the temperature is decreased, dephasing processe
frozen. For nuclear dephasing, the bath modulates the vi
tional Hamiltonian:

ĤSB
nd5S Ĥg 0

0 Ĥe
D ^ (

i j
ci j

nd~ŝi
†ŝj1ŝj

†ŝi !. ~29!

The coefficientsci j are biased to represent almost elas
encounters,

ci j 5 c̄e2 (« i2« j )
2/2s«

2
, ~30!

with c̄ a global dephasing parameter, ands« determines the
inelastic bias. We found the dephasing rate to be proportio
to the square of the band width ofci j .

Pure vibrational dephasing leads to a spreading of
wave packet in phase space, shown in Fig. 3 where
ground state of a harmonic potential was displaced
evolved in time. The sign of each individual termci j

nd in Eq.
~29! determines if its contribution advances the phase~nega-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~Color! The Wigner function of an initially displaced Gaussian state in a harmonic potential. The state is plotted after 0, 2 and 4 periods for th
dephasing parameterc̄50.2 ~top! and for c̄50.5 ~bottom!. Nuclear dephasing leads to a spreading of the wave packet which occurs faster for st
dephasing.
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tive ci j
nd! or delays it~positiveci j

nd!. A random choice of the
sign of ci j

nd will cause a phase diffusion in both direction
without affecting the average phase propagation determ
by ĤS .

Higher harmonic motion was generated by placing tw
three and four Gaussian wave packets symmetrically o
specified ellipse in phase space. The transient absorptio
the turning point of this initial state was recorded and fitt
with the use of the filter diagonalization method. The fr
quencies with the highest amplitudes were the second, t
and fourth harmonics. Analysis of the decay rates co
sponding to these frequencies shows a 1:2 ratio between
first and second harmonics, 1:3 between the first and t
harmonics and 1:4 between the first and fourth harmon
These ratios deviate from the 1:4, 1:9 and 1:16 ratios
pected in a Gaussian dephasing model, and indicate tha
dephasing mechanism is Poisson-like.43

For electronic dephasing, the bath modulates the e
tronic excitation:

ĤSB
ed5DV~Q̂! 1

2 S 21 0

0 1D ^ (
i j

ci j
ed~ŝi

†ŝj1ŝj
†ŝi !. ~31!

DV(Q̂) is the difference potential describing the depende
of the modulation on the nuclear displacement.

The effect of pure electronic dephasing is shown in Fi
4 and 5, where a two-level system is excited by ap-pulse on
resonance. The initial state was chosen such that the sy
is in its ground state and the bath states are partially po
lated. For the zero dephasing case, thep-pulse leads to a
complete population inversion. Once dephasing is includ
the amount of population transfer decreases, eventu
reaching 50% conversion which corresponds to a rand
electronic phase. For stronger dephasing, more modes
required to obtain converged results. The total energy
sorbed from the pulse has been calculated by use of Eq.~13!.
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By varying the carrier frequency of the pulse, a spectrum
power versus frequency has been obtained. The minim
width of the spectrum is determined by the Fourier transfo
of the pulse. Once dephasing is introduced the frequenc
the absorption peak is shifted corresponding to the ini
value of the system-bath interaction energy^ĤSB

ed&. An addi-
tional dynamical shift is also observed which is linear inced

for small values and reaches saturation at higher values.
dephasing also adds an additional width to the peak wh
scales quadratically with the dephasing parameter~Fig. 5!.
The quadratic scaling of the width with the dephasing co
stantced as well as with the band width indicates that t
surrogate Hamiltonian dephasing process is second orde
the system-bath coupling. This is consistent with derivatio

FIG. 4. ~Color! Electronic dephasing: Decrease of population excited b
p-pulse for increasing dephasing strengthced , N is the number of bath
modes. The pulse envelope~not to scale! is shown in the background.
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of Redfield theory based on time-dependent perturba
theory in the system-bath coupling.44

The above examples demonstrate the ability of the s
rogate Hamiltonian method to model the four isolated dis
pative phenomena and to establish the requirements for
vergence.

IV. RESULTS

Once the individual dissipative phenomena have b
modeled, the full photoreaction cycle can be described.
electronic potential energy levels are chosen to be the tr
tional displaced harmonic oscillators:

Vg~Q̂!5 1
2 Mvg

2Q̂2, ~32!

Ve~Q̂!5 1
2 Mve

2~Q̂2Q0!21D, ~33!

wherevg/e are the vibrational frequencies of the ground a
excited surfaces,Q0 is the shift in equilibrium position andD
is the energy shift between the minima. Other nonharmo
potentials have been modeled by adding a cubic and qu
term to the potentials~cf. Sec. III A!. The system parameter
were chosen asvg55.0e24, ve50.7vg , Q050.2 andD
50.004~all in atomic units!. The diabatic coupling potentia
is described as

Vd~Q̂!5Jde2 (Q̂2Qcr)
2/2sd

2
, ~34!

whereQcr is the position of the maximum coupling point,sd

is the variance of the coupling function andJd its amplitude.
By varying the parameters of the diabatic coupling its infl
ence can change from a localized effect atQcr to a constant
function independent ofQcr .

The pump pulse envelope was modeled as a Gauss

E~ t !5E0e2(t2tmax)
2/2sL

2
e2 ivLt ~35!

with the intensityE0 adjusted such that'10% of the ground
state population was transferred to the excited state whic
typical in the experiments.30 The carrier frequencyvL was
chosen to match the difference between the ground and

FIG. 5. The FWHM of the pulse spectrum as a function of dephasing c
stantced for increasing number of bath modes. The deviation from a q
dratic fit indicates the breakdown of convergence.
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cited electronic potentials at the minimum of the grou
state. The width~FWHM! of the pulse which is connected t
sL was chosen as 20 fs which is approximately1

10 of the
ground state vibrational period and115 of the excited state
vibrational period, typical for charge transfer experiments11

tmax was fixed by starting the propagation att05tmax23sL .
The probe pulse profile was identical to the pump pulse p
file but with 10% of the pump intensity.

A. Equilibration of the initial state

Once the system-bath Hamiltonian is set, the correla
ground state can be determined by propagating an in
guess wave function in imaginary timet:

C~Q̂;t!5e2ĤtC~Q̂;0!. ~36!

As t is increased this state will converge exponentially to
ground state. Low lying excited states are obtained by fil
ing out the previously found lower states and repeating
propagation process.45 For temperatures which are low rela
tive to the electronic energy differencekBT!D, the initial
state can be determined using only the ground surf
Hamiltonian.

The energy stored in the system-bath coupling,^ĤSB&,
was computed. Its value depends on the coupling param
In our simulations we could get converged results for re
tively large coupling with^ĤSB& reaching 30% of the tota
energy. In spite of this, the effect of initial correlations on t
dynamics was found to be small even for the strong coup
case. The autocorrelation function and the transient emis
were compared for a correlated and an uncorrelated in
state. In the uncorrelated case, the initial state is the gro
state ofĤg , while in the correlated case it is the ground sta
of Ĥg1ĤSB

nr 1ĤB . The comparison was made with a set
different coupling functionsf g/e(Q̂) in Eq. ~24! and the ob-
served effect was small for linear as well as nonlinear c
pling. In both cases the system-bath coupling term cause
significant shift of the modulation frequency. The influen
of initial correlation has also been addressed in the contex
the weak coupling approximation14 where it appears as a
additional inhomogeneous term.

B. CW absorption spectra

The CW absorption spectrum reflects part of the pho
reaction dynamics. The time-dependent approach is use
calculate the CW absorption cross section employing E
~17! and ~19!. At t50 the ground state of the electron
ground state potential is promoted onto the electronic exc
state and the diabatic coupling as well as the coupling to
bath are switched on. The frequency of the ground state
tential was chosen to bevg51023 a.u., i.e., about
220 cm21, and the frequency of the excited state poten
ve50.7vg . Figure 6 shows the autocorrelation function
Eq. ~17! ~on the left! and the absorption cross section E
~19! ~on the right! for constant diabatic coupling~top! and
for localized diabatic coupling~bottom!. Since the surrogate
Hamiltonian is converged only for a finite time the autoco
relation function cannot be Fourier transformed directly.
stead the frequencies

-
-
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FIG. 6. ~Color! The autocorrelation function~on the left, the absolute value is plotted! and the corresponding absorption cross section~on the right! for
constant diabatic coupling,Jd5vg , ~top! and localized diabatic coupling,Jd55vg , sd50.1 ~bottom!, and for increasing system-bath couplingh. The
eigenfrequencies of the system Hamiltonian are indicated by the thin gray lines.
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and decay rates contained in the signal were extracted fro
finite observation window by filter diagonalization. The C
absorption spectrum was then reconstructed by a sum
Lorentzians. The data window in time was confined by
convergence time of the surrogate Hamiltonian, indicated
comparing theN59 to theN511 modes. The actual dat
window had to be chosen carefully since it is used for
trapolation to longer times. In Fig. 6 the data between 50
530 fs were used.

In addition to the spectrum, the eigenfrequencies of
system HamiltonianĤS , including the diabatic coupling, ar
indicated as thin lines in Fig. 6. The nonstationary init
state can be expanded into eigenstates of the system a
be seen in Fig. 6. In the case of the constant diabatic c
pling all eigenstates within a certain energy range are exc
while for the localized diabatic coupling only a few eige
states contribute. In case of localized coupling, see Fig
bottom right, the eigenstates corresponding to the three p
with highest intensity carry 80% of their weight on the e
cited state while the eigenstates in between carry less in
sity on the electronically excited state. For constant diab
coupling more peaks are excited, see Fig. 6 top right. In
case it is the eigenstates with peaks close to the clas
turning point which contribute most. The influence of t
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bath is twofold: It leads to a finite width of the peaks whic
increases with increasing system-bath couplingh. Further-
more, the bath shifts the spectrum first towards lower f
quencies but then due to mixing the frequencies can incre
~cf. Sec. IV D!.

C. Excitation by the pump pulse

The initial state on the ground electronic surface is a
the starting point for launching the pump-probe simulatio
This state is propagated with the time-dependent Ham
tonian leading to population transfer to the excited state. F
ure 7 shows the phase space density of the excited state
function at different times during the pump pulse. Due to t
slope of the excited state potential the population transfe
not symmetric~Fig. 7, left and middle!. Towards the end of
the pump pulse duration, the wave packet starts to m
away from the Franck–Condon point and develops
coordinate-momentum correlation. In almost all previo
studies of the charge transfer problem, the initial state w
chosen to be an uncorrelated Gaussian wave packet p
tioned at the FC point on the excited electronic state an
global diabatic coupling was switched on att50. When the
excitation process induced by the pump pulse is conside
FIG. 7. ~Color! Normalized Wigner function for the excited state wave function during the pump pulse att5tmax21.5sL , t5tmax, andt5tmax11.5sL ~from
left to right! with ve50.7vg , h51.0, Jd55vg , sd50.1, andNmodes511.
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explicitly, this choice of the diabatic coupling leads to u
physical spurious results. This is shown in the upper pane
Fig. 8. Due to the global diabatic coupling, the excited st
is already populated before the excitation. Therefore
pump pulse results in both stimulated absorption and em
sion. Furthermore, this choice of diabatic coupling imme
ately induces population transfer between the electro
states~see the oscillations in Fig. 8, upper panel!. A fix to
this unphysical problem is obtained by a localized diaba
coupling operator~Fig. 8, lower panel!. Diabatic coupling
functions obtained fromab initio calculations turn out to be
localized.46,47 For this case the electronic excited state is

FIG. 8. The population on the excited state for global and for local diab
coupling ~Jd51.0vg , sd50.1!, with and without vibrational relaxation
(h). The initial state, which is the ground state of the total system and b
is partially excited to the electronically excited state due to the pump p
~indicated!.
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populated initially, and population transfer starts only af
the pump pulse has been applied and the wave packet
traveled to the crossing region of the potentials. For localiz
diabatic coupling and strong vibrational relaxation, a n
phenomenon can be observed: trapping on the excited s
In this case, the wave packet relaxes so fast that it can
reach the crossing region of the potentials anymore. T
observation is part of the turnover phenomenon~cf. Sec.
IV E!.

D. Absorption of the probe pulse and ‘‘recovery
of the bleach’’

The absorption of the probe pulse reflects the grou
state dynamics. Figure 9 displays the Wigner function of
ground state wave packet after the excitation and Fig.
shows several dynamical expectation values. The time s
at which the Wigner function was plotted are indicated
arrows in the middle panel of Fig. 10. Since the pump pu
excites;10% of the ground state population to the excit
state, the ground state wave packet is only weakly pertur
by the excitation process. However, after the excited s
wave packet has reached the crossing point, populatio
nonadiabatically transferred back to the ground state. Du
the locality of the diabatic coupling, this population transf
occurs in spurts. On the excited state surface the Wig
function splits when it hits the crossing point. In Fig. 10 o
observes the loss of ground state population due to the p
pulse and then the recovery of the population due to no
diabatic transfer~middle panel!. The newly created popula
tion on the ground electronic surface is vibrationally excit
~top panel!. The appearance of this population in the obs
vation window of the probe is delayed by the time scale
vibrational relaxation~cf. Fig. 11 left, bottom panel!. This
phenomenon has been termed the ‘‘recovery of the blea

ic

h,
e

FIG. 9. ~Color! The Wigner function of the ground state wave function at subsequent times~126, 198, 271, 344, 416, and 488 fs from top left to bottom right!.
The system-bath coupling ish51vg and the local diabatic coupling isJd55vg , with width sd50.1.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Finally, the transient absorption and emission signals
their spectra are plotted in Fig. 11. Higher harmonics co
sponding to the non-Gaussian features in the Wigner func
~Fig. 9! can be observed~see insets in Fig. 11!. These fea-
tures could not be seen in the coordinate expectation va

^Q̂&, or the coordinate standard deviation,^DQ̂& ~Fig. 10,
bottom panel!. Figure 11 shows furthermore the influence
electronic dephasing on the transient emission and abs
tion signals. Nuclear dephasing with reasonable parame
did not influence the dynamics.

The shape of the transient emission/absorption is cau
by both electronic oscillations and nuclear vibrations. The
fore the observed frequencies do not correspond to the vi

FIG. 10. Expectation values ofĤg and ĤS ~upper panel!, the ground state

population ~middle panel!, and the expectation value ofQ̂ and DQ̂

5A^Q̂2&2^Q̂&2 on the ground state~lower panel! vs time. The envelope of
the pump pulse and the times at which the Wigner function is plotted in
9 are indicated.
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tional frequencies of the diabatic potentials or to the eig
values of the system HamiltonianHS ~in contrast to the
absorption cross section, cf. Sec. IV B!. The observed fre-
quencies are rather a result of a subtle interplay betw
system and bath. To illustrate this, the system-bath coup
parameter was varied and the frequencies of the ground
absorption, obtained by filter diagonalization, are plotted v
sus the system-bath coupling in Fig. 12. A pattern of avoid
crossings as a function of the system-bath coupling par
eterh is clearly visible.

The amplitude of the electronic oscillations is decreas
by electronic dephasing, and this leads to a decrease in
plitude of the oscillations in the transient emissio
absorption~Fig. 11, left!. Filter diagonalization was applied
to obtain spectra, and a data window between 250 and 1
fs was chosen. Dephasing causes a widening of the pea
the spectra~Fig. 11, right!.

The ‘‘recovery of the bleach’’ or the recovery of th

.

FIG. 12. Frequencies in the transient ground state absorption obtaine
filter diagonalization vs the system-bath coupling parameter. No electr
dephasing is included. The remaining parameters are the same as i
previous figure.
electronic
FIG. 11. ~Color! Stimulated transient emission~left, upper panel! and transient absorption~left, lower panel! and their spectra~right! for nuclear relaxation and
for nuclear relaxation with electronic dephasing. The relaxation parameter ish51 with cutoff frequency«c52«g ; the dephasing parameter isc̄50.005 for
medium dephasing andc̄50.01 for strong dephasing. The pump and probe frequencies are chosen to correspond to the bottom of the ground
potential.
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ground state absorption is observed in the bottom left pa
of Fig. 11. This recovery is due to filling of the observatio
window, Eq.~15!, caused by the nonadiabatic transfer fro
the excited state and by cooling of the vibrational excitat
on the ground electronic potential~see Fig. 1!.

The probe pulse can be positioned in resonance to
inner and outer turning points of the ground state poten
One would expect a half-period time delay between
peaks in the two signals.11 We found that the electronic os
cillations due to the nonadiabatic population transfer co
pletely destroy this half-period time delay pattern.

The time scale for the recovery which corresponds to
decay rate of zero frequency is;1.5 ps. To estimate the
influence of dephasing the highest peak intensities w
compared. For data windows between 770 and 1430 f
linear dependence of the intensity versus the dephasing
rameter was obtained and the slope varied between20.9e-4
and21.5e-4.

FIG. 13. ~Color! Turnover: The population of the excited state~upper panel!
and the ground state transient absorption~lower panel! for different h with
the parameters of the diabatic couplingJd5vg andsd50.1.
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E. Turnover behavior

This study points to the complexity of the nonadiaba
charge transfer event. The phenomenon is sensitive to
dynamical parameters. Previously, based on a semi-gr
model of dissipation, Ashkenaziet al.8 have observed a turn
over of the charge transfer rate as a function of almost
external variable, i.e., the rate first increased and then
creased as a function of the nuclear relaxation or the nuc
dephasing rate, the electronic dephasing rate, as well a
the diabatic coupling parameterJ. Figure 13 demonstrate
the turnover phenomenon as a function of the nuclear re
ation rate. The excited state population is first created by
pump and then lost through the diabatic coupling to
ground state. The rate of loss increases withh but then the
turnover takes place and the population becomes trappe
the lowest part of the well of the excited state. From th
position the nonadiabatic transfer can occur only by tunnli
which is slow relative to the other processes. The trans
absorption of the probe pulse from the ground state refle
the increase in population which is known experimentally
the ‘‘recovery of the bleach.’’11 The slow recovery of the
bleach for highh means that the turnover phenomenon c
be observed by pump-probe ultrafast spectroscopy.

A more complex turnover phenomenon is observed w
respect to the diabatic coupling constantJd . In addition to a
general turnover trend, oscillations in the rate as a funct
of Jd are observed~cf. Fig. 14!. These oscillations can b
attributed to accidental degeneracies between the electr
ground and excited state~cf. Fig. 14 left!. These degenera
cies are not observed in the global diabatic coupling cas

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present study is the first construction of a comp
hensive model for ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy of
charge transfer cycle. The use of the surrogate Hamilton
has the advantage of a consistent treatment of initial corr
tion, non-Markovian dynamics and explicit description of t
pulse field. This exploration has identified severe flaws
FIG. 14. ~Color! Turnover: Resonance phenomenon due to variation ofJd . The diabatic potentials with the energy levels ofHS are shown on the left, also
plotted is the band widthDE due to the pulse. ForJd55 andJd510 there are quasi-degeneracies within the energy window given byDE. This leads to an
enhanced population transfer~right, upper panel! which can be detected in the ground state absorption~right, lower panel!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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previous descriptions.8,48,49The main flaw is in the Franck–
Condon choice of a vertical transition of the ground state
the initial state for the nonadiabatic process. This choice
nores the initial system-bath correlation and the dynam
aspects of the pump pulse. It was found that the ini
system-bath correlation has only a small influence on
short-time observables investigated here. However, an e
of initial correlations on nonexponential long-time dynam
has been reported within a path integral approach on a si
surface.50 The system-bath coupling causes a large dyna
cal influence in combination with the nonadiabatic charac
of the excited vibrational eigenstates, it induces mixing
the states resulting in a complicated pattern of freque
shifts. The phase shift between different locations of
probe pulse transition does not correspond to simple gro
surface coherent motion. Moreover, the pulse induced po
lation transfer to the excited surface is strongly influenced
the diabatic coupling term as well as by the electro
dephasing term. The analysis shows that only the locali
version of the diabatic coupling term has physical meani

The construction of the charge transfer model has
quired new methodological developments in the surrog
Hamiltonian method. The first step taken was to extend
system’s description by including both nuclear and electro
degrees of freedom. The next important step was the in
duction of both nuclear and electronic dephasing terms. F
chromophore in a bath, electronic quenching is not effec
since there are no dipoles in the solvent which are in re
nance with the electronic transition dipole. This situati
could change for chromophores on metal or semicondu
surfaces where electronic quenching can be significant du
bath modes in the appropriate frequency range.

The utility of the method was significantly enhanced
the incorporation of the filter diagonalization method. Sin
in practice the surrogate Hamiltonian method describes s
time dynamics it is necessary to extrapolate to longer tim
to obtain relaxation data and frequency domain spectra.
filter diagonalization method fits the data in a time windo
to a sum of complex exponentials. This comes as a surp
since the dynamics is generated by a Hamiltonian and th
fore it is unitary and it should only show oscillatory behavi
causing the filter diagonalization method to extract pure
quencies. The fact that we could obtain finite decay rates
result of the finite precision and the finite frequency windo
of the filter diagonalization. The recurrences of the unita
time evolution do not show up numerically within the co
vergence time window. For infinite precision and an infin
frequency range the filter diagonalization method wo
‘‘detect’’ the recurrences even if a finite data window with
the convergence time is used. Therefore the combinatio
the surrogate Hamiltonian with the filter diagonalizati
method is successful due to the finite-precision numer
representation of the problem.

Modeling quantum dissipative phenomenon is an
tremely difficult task. The surrogate Hamiltonian method
one of a few alternative approaches. The only other met
which has addressed the problem of external fields and in
correlation is the weak coupling non-Markovian approach
Meier and Tannor19 and Geva, Rosenman, and Tannor14
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Their method is based on a reduced description which
scribes explicitly the dynamics of the system in Liouvil
space. Work on comparing the two methods is in progre
Preliminary results show the surrogate Hamiltonian to ha
advantages at low bath temperatures while at high temp
tures the Liouville approach takes over. The reason for thi
that for higher temperatures, the calculation has to be
peated with a large ensemble of excited initial states. Ot
reduced descriptions such as the empirical semi-gr
approach51 cannot cope with the full scope of pump-prob
charge transfer dynamics. Path integral methods22 are not
able, at present, to fully model the time-dependent dynam
of the charge transfer process.

The present study does confirm the general turnover p
nomenon in the charge transfer reaction8 which was first
identified in a qualitative semi-group study. The physic
source of the turnover is the noncommutability of the syst
Hamiltonian with the system-bath coupling terms. T
present modeling of the pump-probe experiment shows
the transient absorption can be used to indicate the turn
phenomenon. The turnover phenomenon also imposes
strictions on the maximum rate which can be observed in
recovery of the bleach. With the current set of paramet
this time scale is approximately 1.5 ps which is a factor o
slower than the experimental findings.

One of the striking features of the charge transfer cy
is its complexity. The nonadiabatic dynamics is found to
sensitive to all internal system parameters as well as sys
bath coupling elements. Nevertheless, the present mod
still over-simplified. The main discrepancy is the result of t
single nuclear degree of freedom. It is well documented t
nonadiabatic transfer events are extremely sensitive to
nuclear topology.52 An additional nuclear degree of freedo
allows the existence of conical intersections which ope
new fast route or funnel from the excited to the grou
state.48 This could be the reason for the discrepancy betw
the current 1-D calculations and the experimental findings
principle the description of the primary system could be e
tended to include additional degrees of freedom. This ad
tion would tax heavily the required computational resourc
However, adding a single high frequency vibrational mo
becomes feasible by just including the two lowest levels
an additional spin. An additional electronic degree of fre
dom would be described in a similar fashion.
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